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ADSi CRASH REPORTING MANUEL 

EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE 

Enter the ADSi System as you would to enter an Incident Report/JMS/Warrant Control. 

 

 

 

After entering your Login ID and Password, you will choose the Accident Reporting Option from 

the Main Menu. 
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Admin Page:

 

All fields highlighted red are required Fields. 

Accident Number:  This number will be automatically generated by the system. 

Incident File Number: This is the EBRSO file number assigned from the CAD system. 

Total Veh: Record the total number of vehicles involved in the crash. (A vehicle being towed by 

another vehicle is not considered as a separate vehicle, it should be listed with the vehicle 

towing it.) 

Troop: This is not to be filled in. 

Supp Number: This number will be automatically generated by the system. 

Crash Date/Time: This is the date and time that the crash occurred. 

Latitude/Longitude: Coordinates of the crash location. 
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Parish Code: This will always be 17 for East Baton Rouge  

City Code: This will always be 02 for Baton Rouge. 

Crash Occurred On: This is the type of roadway the crash occurred on (use the drop down box 

to make a selection) 

District/Zone: Use EBRSO Sector/Subsector/Zones 

Quadrant:  This data section applies to partial or fully controlled access highways that have 

“cloverleaf” or “diamond type interchanges.  For example, entrances and exit ramps located at 

the interstate interchange would require an entry into this section.  Partial interchanges must 

also be entered.  The quadrant of the interchange should coincide with the general direction of 

the high way rather than the compass direction.  Check the appropriate box. 

Service Road:  This data section should be used to properly locate a crash occurring on a service 

road of a major highway. 

Work Zone:  Check this box if the crash occurred in a construction or maintenance work zone. 

Hit and Run: Check this box if the crash is a Hit and Run as defined by law (LRS 14:100A). 

Property Damage: Check this box if property belonging to Louisiana DOTD or local 

governments was damaged as a result of the crash. 

Photos Made:  Check this box if photos or videos of the crash were made by the investigating 

agency. (DOES NOT include photographs taken by newspaper reporters, television stations, 

amateurs, involved drivers, etc.) 

RR Train Involved: Only check this box to indicated this crash involved a motor vehicle and a 

railroad train as defined in LRS 32:1, or if the crash involved a pedestrian or pedal cyclist and a 

railroad train at a public highway/street railroad crossing.  Checking this box requires 

completion of the Railroad Supplement. 

Fatality:  Check this box if the crash resulted in a fatal injury.  If the death of one of the involved 

parties occurs within 30 days of the crash (due to injuries from the crash), it is a fatal crash. 

PED:  Check this box if the crash involved one or more pedestrians. 

Injury:  Check this box if the crash involved an injury classification B, C, or D as outlined in the 

codes section on the Person Page under the Injury section. 

 B = Incapacitating/Severe     C = Non-Incapacitating/Moderate     D = Possible/Complaint 

Highway Number:  Enter the official number of the highway where the crash occurred.  Only 

utilize this section if the crash occurred on an Interstate, U.S. or State numbered highway.  DO 

NOT enter parish road numbers in this block.  Note the additional dashed block, which is to be 

utilized for spur or business routes or for routes with hyphenation in its number.  When a 
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segment of roadway has two or more U.S. highway numbers assigned, use the lower highway 

number, because lower numbers designate major highways. 

Primary Address:  Enter the official name of the street, roadway, or highway where the crash 

occurred.  Crashes occurring on city or parish roads and streets should be entered in this 

section to identify the primary roadway.  

Intersection/Not at Intersection:  If crash occurred at an intersection the intersecting roadway 

must be listed.  If the crash did not occur at an intersection the nearest intersection roadway 

must be listed 

Distance:  Please check the appropriate box for measurement:  miles / feet.  Enter the letter 

indicating the direction from the nearest intersection.  Indicate only if the crash was NOT at an 

intersection.  (Three miles should be entered as 3.0 and three tenths of a mile should be 

entered as 0.3. 

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS (ADMIN PAGE): 

Road Surfaces (Condition):  Choose the appropriate condition from the drop down menu. 

Road Surface (Type):  Choose the appropriate type of roadway from the drop down menu. 

Roadway Conditions: Choose the appropriate description of the condition of the physical 

roadway from the drop down menu. 

Type of Roadway: Choose the appropriate option that best describes the physical layout and 

construction of the roadway. 

Alignment:  Choose the appropriate option that best describes the horizontal orientation of the 

roadway and the vertical grade or slope of the roadway. 

Primary/Secondary Factor:  Choose the number one (primary) and number two (secondary) 

factors for the crash.  Note: it is not necessary to provide a secondary factor in all crashes.  If 

there is no secondary factor leave it blank. 

Weather:  Choose the option that best describes the weather at the time of the crash. 

Kind of Location:  Choose the option that best describes the land use in the area of the crash. 

Relation to Roadway:  Choose the option that best describes the location of the crash in 

relation to the roadway. 

Access Control:  Choose the option that best describes the degree that access to abutting land 

in connection with a highway.  Examples:  Interstate highway (full control), a highway through a 

business district with a service road on either side, and access to the main road at intersections 

only (partial control), and a typical city street on parish road with unlimited side streets, 

driveways, etc. (no control). 
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Lighting:  Choose the option that best describes the lighting during the time of the crash. 

EMERGENCY SERVICES (ADMIN): 

Ambulance:  Check box if an Ambulance was called or arrived on the scene of the crash. 

Called/Arrived/Departed/Arrived at Hospital:  Note all of the listed times. 

Ambulance Service:  Note the name of the Ambulance Service 

Rescue Unit:  Check box if a Rescue Unit/Fire Department was called or arrived on the scene of 

the crash. 

Called/Arrived:  Note all of the listed times. 

Fire Department:  Note the Fire Unit. 
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INVESTIGATION DATA: 

Invest. Agency: Note the Agency investigating the crash (East Baton Rouge Parish Sheriff’s 

Office) 

Investigation Police Agency: This will be option C – Sheriff 

Notification Time:  Enter the time of Dispatch 

Time of Arrival:  Enter the time of arrival on the scene. 

Time All Lanes Opened:  Enter the time all lanes are clear of any vehicle, object, or debris from 

the crash. 

Investigation Complete:  Indicate if the investigation is complete or not.  If addition information 

is needed (witness statements, blood alcohol results, etc.) then click NO.  If all significant 

information concerning the crash has been collected and recorded then click YES. 

Reporting Officer Name:  Enter the IBM number of the Deputy investigating the crash.  

Deputy’s name will be automatically populated with the entry of the IBM number. 

Report Completed:  Enter the date the crash report was completed and submitted. 

Traffic Investigator:  Enter the IBM number of the Traffic Investigator that is working the crash, 

if there is one. 

Review Date:  Enter the date the Traffic Investigator reviewed the crash data. 

Supervisor:  Enter the IBM number of the Supervisor to the Deputy investigating the crash. 

MANNER OF COLLISION:  

Manner of Collision:  Choose graphic that best describes the manner in which the vehicles 

initially came into contact with each other.  Enter the corresponding letter in the data block.  

For crashes involving more than two vehicles, show the manner of collision for the first two 

vehicles that struck each other.  Option “A” Non-Collision with Motor Vehicle is to be used for 

single vehicle crashes. 

 

After completing all the appropriate information on the Admin Page 

Click “Add New” to create the record. 
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Railroad Supplement: (icon on admin page) 

 

Railroad Train/Street Car:  Check whether the crash involved a railroad train or a street car. 

DOT Crossing #: Each grade crossing is assigned a unique identification number composed of six 

digits and one letter.  This number is usually attached to the signal mast or painted on nearby 

railroad fixed equipment.  If the number is not readily visible at the crossing, a representative of 

the railroad company or the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development can 

help obtain the number.  The Railroad Unit telephone number is 225-379-1573.  It is 

MANDATORY that this number be entered.  NOTE:  If the streetcar box is checked, DO NOT 

enter at DOT crossing number. 

Train ID/Consist #:  Enter the Train ID number found on the number boards of the lead 

locomotive.  In lieu of this number, the Consist Number is a unique number assigned to a 

particular train on a specific trip by the railroad company.  This number may be obtained from a 

railroad crewmember.  If the locomotive has no ID number posted on the number boards, the 

consist number should be used in this data selection.  Streetcars may not have an ID or consist 

number available. 

Set of Tracks:  Enter the number of complete sets of tracks at the crossing. 

Track Speed Limit:  Enter the maximum track speed limit in effect at the time of the crash.  This 

information may be posted by signage or obtained from the railroad or streetcar company. 

Train in Motion:  Check this box if the train was in motion during the time of the crash.  If the 

box is not checked then you are stating that the train was stopped during the time of the crash. 

Type Crossing:  Check the appropriate block to note whether the roadways leading up to the 

grade crossing were publicly or privately owned. 

Surface:  Choose the appropriate roadway surface at the crossing from the drop down menu. 
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Estimated Speed of Train before braking:  Based on physical evidence, including data recorder 

information, as well as witness statements, you should enter the estimated speed of the train 

before any braking attempts were made to avoid collision. 

Company Operating Railroad Train or Street Car:   Enter the Name, address, city, state and zip 

code of the company that owns the train or Street Car. 

Company Owning Tracks:  Enter the Name, address, city state and zip code of the company 

that owns the tracks. 

Railroad Suppl. Continued:  
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Engineer Information: Enter Engineer Information the same as you would a person on the 

person page.  Remember to do the MNI check first. 

Conductor Information: Enter Conductor Information the same as you would a person on the 

person page.  Remember to do the MNI check first. 

Warning Devices/Advanced Warning Devices/Advanced Devices Functional:  Check the boxes 

provided to indicate which warning devices were in place at the crossing and their operating 

condition.  You should check all the boxes that apply. 

Train Information: 

Make/Type/Lead Engine#/Serial Number:  Enter the make, type, lead engine # and Serial 

number of the lead engine in the train consist.   

No. of Engines/No. of Cars:  Enter the total number of Engines and Cars in the consist.  This 

information can be obtained from the railroad company crewmembers. 

Distance Traveled After Impact:  Enter the distance the train traveled after the impact.  Enter 

the distance in feet or miles.  Check the appropriate box to indicate which measurement you 

used. 

Headlight functional/ditch lights functional/horn functional/bell functional/event data 

recorder equipped:  Put a check in the box if the listed equipment was functional.  No check in 

the box indicates it was not functional.  

Side Impact:  Click the box ONLY if the crash involved the driver of the vehicle colliding with the 

side of the train or streetcar.  Enter the appropriated information for No. of Cars from Lead 

Engine, Type Railcar struck, and the railcar number of the railcar struck. 

Hazardous Materials:  Check the box if the railcar was carrying Hazardous Materials.  If the box 

is not check then that indicates no hazardous material was in the railcar.  If yes, then enter the 

four-digit identification number in the blocks labeled DOT Placard#.  Also check the box to 

indicate the Car loaded and leaking. 

Investigating Officer’s Initials:  Enter the initials of the primary Deputy working the crash. 

 

When report is completed click Update, once the report has been updated click BACK and 

return to the admin page to continue with the report. 
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VEHICLE PAGE: 

 

This form has consolidated vehicle, driver information and contributing factors and conditions 

relating to vehicles and drivers into one multiple use form.  This form must be completed for 

each vehicle involved in the crash.  NOTE:  Upon entering the vehicle’s identifiers such as 

license plate or vehicle identification number (VIN), the Deputy MUST check the vehicle 

against the ADSi Master Vehicle Index by clicking on the MVI icon located on the right hand 

side of the page. 

MVI icon 
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Vehicle #:  Enter the number of the vehicle in which you are referring to in this section. 

MVI #:  This number will automatically be populated by the system.  Do not enter a number in 

this block. 

Hit/Run Vehicle:  Check this box if the vehicle being recorded is a wanted vehicle for a Hit and 

Run. 

Vehicle Year:  Enter the four digit year representing the model year of the vehicle. 

Make:  Enter the manufacturer of the vehicle. 

Model:  Enter the manufacturer’s model name. 

# Doors:  Enter the number of doors on the vehicle.  (For motorcycles leave blank) 

# Of Axles:  Enter the number of axles on the vehicle or the combination of vehicles. 

# Of Tires:  Enter the number of tires on the vehicle or the combination of vehicles. 

VIN #:  Enter the vehicle identification number assigned to the vehicle by the manufacturer. 

Veh Towed:  Enter the appropriate code for whether the vehicle was towed, not towed, or left 

at the scene. 

Reason Towed:  If the vehicle was towed enter the code that best describes the reason the 

vehicle was towed. 

Removed by:  Enter whether the owner, driver, or a wrecker service removed the vehicle from 

the crash scene.  If the vehicle was towed due to the arrest of the driver then enter “Official 

Storage” in the box.   

License Information 

Year: Enter all four digits representing the last year the license plate was or will be valid.  In 

case of a permanent plate, enter “9999”. 

State:  Enter the standardized two-digit abbreviation for the state in which the vehicle is 

registered.  If the vehicle does not display a license plate enter “none”. 

Number:  Enter the entire license plate number, including all letters, as it appears. 

Type:  Enter the type of license plate the vehicle is displaying.  Do not confuse the type of 

license plate with the type of vehicle.  For example, SUVs can be issued passenger car plates or 

private truck plates. 
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GVWR/GCWR (Gross Vehicle Weight Rating/Gross Combination Weight Rating): **GVWR is 

the rating issued by the vehicle manufacture and is the combination of the vehicles actual 

weight and the maximum recommended cargo. This can be located on the Manufacture’s 

plate or on the Nader sticker.  GCWR is the combination of the GVWR’s of the towing and 

towed vehicles. 

 This section is to be completed for any single unit vehicle or combination of vehicles that:  

 *are being used to commerce or business, or 

 *are a government owned or personally used vehicle that have a GVWR/GCWR over 

10,000 pounds (any single vehicle or combination of vehicles that have six or more tires will 

likely meet this requirement and should be inspected further for compliance with this 

section),or  

 *Which are designed to transport 9 or more people, including the driver, or 

 *Are transporting hazardous materials, and/or should be displaying hazardous materials 

place cards.   

Vehicle Classification 

Commercial/Business: Vehicle is privately owned by a (nongovernmental) person, business, 

company, corporation, etc. that is primarily used in the furtherance of a commercial or business 

endeavor. 

Government Vehicle:  A vehicle owned by, leased or rented to any federal, state, or local 

government entity/agency. 

Personal:  Personally owned truck or passenger vehicle that is meant for personal use. 

Vehicle Configuration:  **No vehicle that runs on rails should be listed in this section.  Note: 

There are 11 choices that are shaded in light blue; these selections may require additional 

information in the Truck/Bus Data Section. 

A – Passenger Car:  Includes, but not limited to, convertibles, 2-door sedans, 3-door/2-door 

hatchbacks, 4-door sedans, 5-door/4-door hatchbacks, station wagons (excluding vans and 

trucked based vehicles). 

B – Light Trucks:  Any utility vehicle identifiable by a body style consisting of an open cargo area 

“bed” behind the cab. 

C – Van:  A motor vehicle consisting primarily of a transport devise which has a GVWR of 10,000 

pounds or less and is identifiable by its enclosed passenger and/or cargo area.  Note that vans 

with seating for more than 8 occupants should be classified as a bus for the purpose of this 

report. 
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D – A, B, C or S w/trailer:  Includes any passenger vehicle, light truck, van or SUV that has a 

trailer or semi-trailer attached to it. 

E – Motorcycle:  Any two- or three-wheeled motor vehicle designed to transport one or two 

people.  Included are motor scooters, mini-bikes, and mopeds. 

F – Pedal cycle:  Non-motorized vehicle propelled by pedaling.  Includes bicycle, tricycle, 

unicycle, pedal car, etc. 

G – Off-Road Vehicle:  Includes 3 or 4 wheeled all terrain vehicles, lawn mowers, and tractors 

that are not farm equipment. 

H – Emergency Vehicle in Use:  Indicates official motor vehicles, such as military, law 

enforcement, ambulances, fire, etc. that are involved in a crash while on an emergency 

response, or being used in an official capacity.   

I – School Bus:  A motor vehicle used for the transportation of any school pupil at or below the 

12
th

 grade level to or from a public or private school-related activity. 

J & K – Bus:  A motor vehicle designed for carrying more than eight persons per the regulations 

of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration.  Note “J” selection is for a bus with seats for 

9-15 occupants and “K” selection is for a bus with seats for 16 or more occupants. 

L – Single Unit Truck with 2 Axles:  A power unit that includes a permanently mounted cargo 

body (also referred to as a straight truck) that has only two axles and a GVWR of over 10,000 

pounds. 

M – Single Unit Truck with 3 or more axles:  A power unit that includes a permanently mounded 

cargo body (also called a straight truck) that has three or more axles. 

N – Truck/Trailer:  A motor vehicle combination consisting of a single-unit truck and a trailer. 

P – Truck/Tractor:  A motor vehicle consisting of a single motorized transport devise designed 

primarily for pulling semi-trailers. 

Q – Tractor/Semi-Trailer:  A truck that is pulling a semi-trailer. 

R – Truck Double:  A truck tractor that is pulling a single semi-trailer and one full-sized trailer. 

S – SUV (sport utility vehicle):  A motor vehicle primarily used for transporting/carrying ten or 

fewer persons, and generally considered a multi-purpose vehicle.   

T – Farm Equipment:  A vehicle designed and used primarily as a farm implement. 

V – Motor Home:  A van where a frame-mounted recreational unit is added behind the driver or 

cab or mounted on a bus/truck chassis that is suitable to live in and drive. 

Z – Other:  All other motor vehicles not listed above. 
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Cargo Body Type:  Passenger vehicles, light trucks, vans, etc. that have no cargo body select 

“X” for No Cargo Body in the drop down box. 

A – Bus:  A motor vehicle consisting primarily of a transport devise designed for carrying more than eight 

persons. 

B – Van / Enclosed Box:  A single unit truck, truck/tractor, or tractor/semi-trailer having an enclosed 

body integral to the frame of the vehicle. 

C – Cargo Tank:  A single unit truck or truck/tractor having a cargo body designed to transport dry bulk, 

liquid bulk, or gas bulk. 

D – Flatbed:  A single unit truck, truck/tractor, or tractor/semi-trailer whose body is without sides or 

roof, with or without readily removable stakes which may be tied together with chains, slats, 

containerized loads. 

E – Dump Truck/Trailer:  Can be tilted or otherwise manipulated to discharge its load by gravity. 

F – Concrete Mixer:  A single-unit truck having a body specifically designed to mix or agitate concrete. 

G – Auto Transporter:  A single-unit truck, truck/trailer, or tractor/semi-trailer having a cargo body 

specifically designed to transport vehicles. 

H – Log Truck:  A truck or trailer designed to transport forestry products in their natural state such as 

logs or pulpwood. 

I – Garbage/Refuse:  A single-unit truck having a body specifically designed to collect and transport 

garbage or refuse.  This includes both conventional rear loading and over-the-top bucket loading 

garbage trucks. 

J – Hopper:  A truck body designed to carry grain, chips, gravel, etc. with a bottom rather than a rear 

discharge such as found with a dump truck. 

K – Pole Trailer:  A trailer designed to be attached to a towing vehicle by means of a reach or pole, or by 

being boomed or otherwise secured to the towing motor vehicle, and ordinarily used for carrying 

property of a long or irregular shape. 

X – No Cargo Body 

Z – Other:  Other cargo body types other that what is listed above. 

Contributing Factors 

Sequence of Events:  For each vehicle involved in the crash, enter the letter(s) that best describe the 

events in sequence relating to the crash, including both non-collision as well as collision events.  Space is 

provided to record up to four events in sequence.  While it may not be necessary to enter four events in 

every crash, Deputy should enter as many events as possible that pertain to each particular crash.  Some 
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crashes may have more than four events, in this case record the first four events in sequence.  

Additional events may be documented in the narrative of the report.  To choose the appropriate letter 

click on the “NON COLLISION”, “COLLISION WITH PERSON, MOTOR VEHICLE, OR NON-FIXED OBJECT” OR 

“COLLISION WITH FIXED OBJECT”.  A pop-up box will appear with choices to enter into the sequence 

boxes. 

Vision Obscurements:  For each vehicle involved in the crash enter the letter that best describes the 

vision obscurement, if any, for each driver. 

Condition of Driver:  For each driver or pedestrian involved in the crash, enter the letter that best 

describes his or her state of health or physical well-being.  If Other or Unknown is chosen, the condition 

or reason for this should be documented in the narrative section of the report. 

Violation:  For each driver involved in the crash enter the letter that best describes a violation by that 

diver.  Entries in these data blocks are not dependent upon traffic summons or citations being issued.  

Choose the factor most contributed to the crash regardless of whether a citation was issued or an arrest 

made as a result of that violation. 

Driver Distraction:  For each driver involved in the crash enter the letter that best describes any 

distraction that may have influenced driver behavior.  The distraction may have occurred inside the 

vehicle or outside of the vehicle.  Note choice E for Not Distracted. 

Movement Prior to Crash:  For each vehicle involved in the crash enter the letter that best describes 

what each vehicle was doing immediately prior to the crash. 

Reason for Movement:  For each vehicle involved in the crash enter the letter that best describes the 

actions of the driver or the reason the river made the movements described in the Movement Prior to 

Crash data section. 

Traffic Control:  For each vehicle involved in the crash enter the letter that best describes the type of 

traffic control, if any, at the crash location.  Do not list controls that had no relevance to the crash! 

Vehicle Condition:  For each vehicle involved in the crash enter the letter that best describes any vehicle 

defect discovered during the course of the investigation that you determine was a factor in the crash or 

contributed to its severity.  If more than one defect exists choose the one that best describes or most 

contributed to the crash and make note of others in the narrative section of the report. 

Vehicle Lighting:  For each vehicle involved in the crash enter the letter that best describes whether the 

headlights were on at the time of the crash.  Choice “C” for Daytime Running Lights should be chosen 

only during daylight hours as a means of gathering data for those vehicles with that equipment.  If a 

vehicle equipped with daytime running lights is utilizing them during nighttime hours then choose “B” 

for Headlights Off. 

Traffic Control Conditions:  For each vehicle involved in the crash enter the letter that best describes the 

condition of the traffic control previously selected. 
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Crash Information 

Direction Before Crash: 

Headed: N-E-S- W:  For each vehicle/pedestrian involved in the crash indicate North (N), South (S), East 

(E) or West (W) in the data block provided to indicate the general roadway direction the 

vehicle/pedestrian was traveling prior to impact. 

On Street or Highway or Drive:  Enter the name of the street which the vehicle was traveling. 

Final Location of Vehicles:  For each vehicle involved in the crash record the final rest position of the 

vehicle with respect to the roadway.  If any portion of the vehicle remains in the travel lane type On 

Road.  If the driver has moved the vehicle from its final location after the impact position indicate 

“Moved”. 

Distance Traveled After Impact:  For each vehicle involved in the crash enter the number of feet the 

vehicle’s center of mass traveled from the point of collision to its final rest position.  If the driver has 

moved the vehicle from its final location after impact enter “Unknown” in the block. 

Speed 

Estimated Speed:  Estimated Speed should be the speed of the vehicle prior to any braking or evasive 

action and not the speed of the vehicle at impact.  The estimated speed is the opinion of the Deputy and 

is not necessarily factual, but based on his/her observations at the crash scene. 

Posted Speed:  Enter the maximum legal speed on the road at the crash scene.   

Skid mark Data (feet):  For each vehicle involved in the crash enter the distance in feet that each wheel 

skidded from the point of initial breaking to the point of impact.  If the format of this data box is not 

conducive to truly explaining the scenario of the crash, the distance measurements for skid marks may 

be entered in the narrative along with a detailed explanation of the skid marks.  For the purposes of this 

section, the data entered is a mark resulting from the initial point the driver applied sufficient break 

pressure to leave a mark, in attempt to stop his/her vehicle.  Marks left by tires pre-impact that are not 

the result of break pressure and post impact marks are not to be documented in this data box; however, 

those marks certainly would be explained in the narrative section of the report.  Also, do not record the 

length of yaw marks left by a vehicle in an uncontrolled spin or skid. 

Once completed click the “Add New” button to complete. 
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Insurance Information (icon) 

Once a vehicle is added (Add New clicked) the Insurance Information ICON will be activated.  Click the 

ICON to access the window pictured below, then complete the information as indicated.

 

Insurance Information:  Enter the name of the insurance company (i.e. State Farm, Allstate, Progressive, 

etc.) that issued the liability policy, the policy number, and the expiration date on the appropriate lines.  

If the driver/owner provides an expired insurance card it shall not be considered as valid proof of 

insurance.  In the additional spaces provided enter the name of the insurance agent who sold the policy 

along with the agent’s address and telephone number.  If there is no agent enter the “800” contact 

telephone number of the insurance company.  If the vehicle is self-insured the driver should provide you 

with a copy of the Office of Motor Vehicles Self Insurance Certificate.  The certificate number and 

pertinent information should be recorded in the spaces provided. 
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Damage to This Vehicle (icon) 

 

Area Damaged:  For each vehicle involved in the crash enter the Area Damaged in the data blocks (1
st

, 

2
nd

, 3
rd

) using the corresponding letter from the diagram provided.  If more than three areas are 

damaged record only the first three damaged areas or record the three major damaged areas.  

Extent of Deformity:  For each vehicle in the crash enter the extent or type of damage to the 

corresponding 1
st

, 2
nd

, or 3
rd

 Area Damaged data blocks using the list provided. 
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Trailer Information (icon) 

 

Trailer Year:  Enter the four digit year of the trailer, semi-trailer, or towed vehicle as it appears on the 

vehicle’s registration. 

Trailer Make:  Enter the manufacturer of the trailer.  The name of the manufacturer on the registration 

should be verified against the trailer itself.   

Trailer Type:  Determine the type of trailer and enter that information in this section.  Examples are box, 

flatbed, boat, utility, etc. 

Trailer License Year:  Enter the four digit year representing the last year for which the license plate on 

the trailer was or will be valid.  If the trailer does not display a license plate “none” should be entered.  If 

the trailer has a permanent plate enter “9999”. 

Trailer License State:  Choose the appropriate State from the drop down box for which the trailer is 

registered.   

Trailer License Number:  Enter the entire license plate number for the trailer including all letters and 

numbers as they appear on the registration. 
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Commercial Supplement (icon) 

 

Carrier Name/address/city/state/zip:  Record the motor carrier’s name, address, city, state, and zip 

code in the space provided.  A motor carrier is defined as the business entity, individual, partnership, 

corporation, or religious organization responsible for the transportation of goods, property, or people.  

The identity of the carrier is often not the same as the owner of the truck.   

US DOT #:  The US DOT number is an identification number issued to both for-hire and private interstate 

carriers by the US Dept. of Transportation.  The DOT number has up to seven digits and is generally 

displayed on both sides of the truck.  The number is always preceded by “USDOT”.   

MC/Mx (ICC)#:  The MC/MX/ICC number will only be found on trucks operated by for-hire interstate 

carriers.  The number is usually six digits long but may be less and is normally preceded by 

“MC/MX/ICC”.   

Transport Haz Mat/Class/ID#/placards displayed/Haz Mat Released:  If the carrier is transporting 

Hazardous Materials indicated “yes”.  If Yes, the vehicle should have placards displayed with the 

classification number of the material.  Enter that number in the “class” blank.  If it the placards are 

displayed click “yes” for placards displayed.  Also, the ID number should be located near the placards or 

near the Hazardous Material placard.  If hazardous materials are being transported on or in the trailer 

were released or escaped from its transport container into the environment click “yes”. 

 

ON ALL ICONS LISTED ABOVE YOU MUST CLICK “UPDATE” AFTER COMPLETING. 
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PERSON PAGE 

 

The Person Page is to be utilized for entering all persons involved in a crash to include; all occupants in 

the vehicle involved, witnesses, owners of the vehicles, pedestrians, pedal cyclist, or any other person 

named in the investigation.  If a business is involved or any other named institution it is also required 

that the information be documented in this page.  Before being able to complete all information on the 

person’s page you must first enter the person’s name, race, gender, and date of birth and complete the 

MNI Search.  
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Person Type 

Owner:  Choose this selection for each owner of a vehicle or pedal cycle.   

Driver:  Choose this selection for every driver involved in the crash.  If the driver of a vehicle cannot be 

determined at the time select the “unknown” box. 
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Pedestrian:  Choose this selection for any person identified as a pedestrian involved in the crash. 

Pedal cyclist:  Choose this selection for any person riding on a pedal cycle involved in the crash. 

Trailer Owner:  Choose this selection for any owner of a trailer that was involved in the crash. 

Witness:  Choose this selection for any person identified as a witness of the crash. 

Occupant:  Choose this selection for any person identified as a passenger of a vehicle. 

Business:  Choose this selection to identify any business involved in the crash. (NOTE-If the owner of the 

vehicle is a business you can choose both owner and business at the same time) 

Other:  Choose this selection for any person or entity that does not fall in the listed selections.   

 

Related Vehicle:  Enter the number of the vehicle to which the listed person is related to (Vehicle #1, #2, 

etc.)  If the entry is not related to any vehicle leave it blank.   

Enter the person’s Name, Date of Birth, Social Security Number, Race/Sex/Ethnicity, Telephone 

Number, Street Address, City, State, Zip Code, Height, Weight, Eye and Hair Color if the person was not 

found in the MNI search.  If the person was found in the MNI search double check the listed data and 

update if necessary.   

Position:  Enter the seating position code listed in the drop down box that most accurately describes the 

person’s position in or on the vehicle.   

Ejection:  Enter the ejection coded listed in the drop down box that most accurately describes whether 

or not the person was partially or completely thrown from the vehicle as a result of the crash. 

Trapped/Extricated:  Enter the code from the drop down box that best describes whether the person 

was trapped and/or removed from the vehicle by mechanical means.   

Airbag:  Enter the airbag code from the drop down box that best describes whether the person has an 

airbag supplementary restraint system available and its post impact condition. 

Occupant Protection System:  Enter the Occupant Protection System code that most accurately 

describes whether the person had an occupant restraint system available and its use at the time of the 

impact.   

Injury:  Enter the injury code from the drop down box that most accurately describes the injuries 

sustained by the crash. 

Enter the Drivers license number, Driver license state, Driver license endorsements, Driver’s license 

class, and the expiration year of the driver’s license for the listed person. 
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Transported to Medical Facility:  Choose from the drop down box the disposition of the person after the 

crash.   

Name of Facility:  If code “A” was entered in the data section for Transported to Medical Facility, then 

you must enter the name of the medical facility to which the person was transported. 

Instructed to Exchange Information:  Check the box to indicate that the drivers involved in the crash 

were advised to exchange pertinent identification and insurance information. 

Alcohol/Drug Involvement:  For all drivers and pedestrians involved in the crash enter the letters that 

best describe your assessment of whether alcohol or drugs were present in the vehicle.  For this section 

the term “suspected” implies that the investigating Deputy has reason to believe that the person 

involved has physically used alcohol or drugs and that the alcohol or drugs is or was present in their 

bodies at the time of the crash. 

Alcohol/Drugs Suspected:  Choose the appropriate selection from the drop down box that best 

describes the condition of the driver’s or pedestrian’s condition with regard to alcohol and/or drugs.  If 

you choose letter “A” for Neither Alcohol or Drugs suspected, the remainder of this section should be 

left blank.  If you choose letters “B” or “D-Y” the rest of this section must be completed. 

Alcohol Test:  Choose the appropriate selection from the drop down box that best describes whether an 

alcohol test was given and the results of that test.  If choice “D” is chosen enter the results of the blood 

alcohol concentration test in the space provided. 

Drug Test:  Choose the appropriate selection from the drop down box that best describes whether a 

drug test was given and the results of the test.  If choice “B” for Test Give/Results Pending is selected 

enter the name of the Suspected Drugs in the space provided. 

Blood Alcohol Kit Label Number:  All blood alcohol kits furnished by the State Police Crime Lab contain a 

peel off label indicating the Blood Alcohol Kit #.  Copy the number from the label into the space.  This 

number will be used to track the results of lab test to determine the blood alcohol or drug levels. 

Pedestrian Information 

Sequence of Events:  Refer to Sequence of Events on the Vehicle Page. 

Upper Body Clothing:  Identify whether the upper body clothing of the pedestrian was light or dark 

colored. 

Lower Body Clothing:  Identify whether the lower body clothing of the pedestrian was light or dark 

colored. 

Pedestrian Condition:  For each pedestrian involved in the crash enter the selection from the drop down 

box that best describes his/her state of health or physical well-being.   

Pedestrian Actions:  Identify the actions by the pedestrian that may have contributed to the crash. 
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Vision Obscurements:  For each pedestrian involved in the crash choose the selection that best 

describes the vision obscurement, if any. 

Violation:  For each pedestrian involved in the crash choose the selection from the drop down box that 

best describes a violation by the pedestrian.  Entries in this data block are not dependent upon a traffic 

summons or citation being issued.  Choose the factor that most contributed to the crash regardless of 

whether a citation was issued or an arrest made as a result of that violation. 

Reason for Movement:  For each pedestrian involved in the crash choose the selection from the drop 

down box that best describes the reason the pedestrian made the movements described in the 

Pedestrian Actions data section. 

Traffic Control:  For each pedestrian involved in the crash choose the selection from the drop down box 

that best describes the type of traffic control, if any, at the crash location. 

Traffic Control Conditions:  Choose the selection from the drop down box that best describes the 

condition of the traffic control previously selected. 

Direction Before Crash:  Refer to this section on the vehicle page.  Only complete sections applicable.  

Estimated and/or Posted speed should not be completed unless it could be determined. 

After completing each person you must click “Add New” before entering the next person.  A log of all 

persons entered will appear on the bottom of the person’s page. 

After clicking “Add New” for each person the icons on the lower portion of the report will be 

accessible.  
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Description:  Enter a more detailed description of the person you are completing a person’s page on. 

 

Employer:  Enter the Employer information of the person you are completing a person’s page on. 
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Alias/Gang:  Enter any Alias or Gang associated with the person you are completing a person’s page on. 

 

 

 Scars/Tattoos:  Enter any Scars or Tattoos the person you are completing a person’s page on my have. 

 

Citations:  Enter any citation number and R.S. or ORD code in this section.  Also, indicate if a Notice Of 

Insurance Violation was issued.  You must complete this section on all citations issued! 
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Diagram 

To insert objects from the available icons you must click and drag the object on the blank space 

provided.  Do not forget to unclude your direction of North and that the drawing is NOT TO SCALE. 

 

 

Click on Edit Report to begin a new 

drawing or choose from the Diagram 

Legend that will be at the bottom of 

the screen to edit an existing drawing 
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Use the different tabs to locate any 

templates you wish to use. 
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Streets:  Choose a street template.  You can modify any template if you need to, by clicking on the lines 

and dragging them wider or smaller. 
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Streets/Lanes and Shoulders/Dividers/Stripes 
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Symbols – Vehicle (passenger/commercial) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CAR 
PICKUP/VAN/ 

SUV SEMI/TRAILER 
SEMI/TRAILER 

CONTINUED OPTIONS: 
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Commercial Vehicle Continued: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commercial 

Truck Bus Construction Farm 
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Symbols-Vehicle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hazmat Fixed Wing Helicopter 
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Symbols – Vehicle Continued 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cycle Emergency Horse Drawn Marine 
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Symbols – Vehicles Continued 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Military Recreation Trailer Other 
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Symbols- Vehicle Continued 

 

                                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parts Label 

Symbols - Person 

Person 
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Symbols – Transit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Airport Signs & 

stripes 

Airport 

Equipment 

Airport 

Vehicles 

Fixed Wing 

Aircraft Helicopters 
Airport 

Lighting 
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Symbols – Roadway 

Signs/Signals: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Posted Signs Signals 
Railroad Barrels/Cones Lane Markers Signage 
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Symbols – Roadway 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Roadside Animals 
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Symbols – Roadway continued 

 

 

 

 

Symbols Objects 

Other 
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Field Measurements 

 

 

Narrative:  Same rules and requirements as Incident Reporting narratives. 

 

 

Triangulation Station Line 


